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Eye Opener airs from 5:00am – 8:00am and NewsFix at Five & Nine.  KIAH-TV, Channel 39 

broadcasts three newscasts daily at 5:00AM, 5:00PM & 9:00PM, in which KIAH addresses a 

variety of issues of interest and concern to the local community.  The following program 

descriptions describe some of the news stories and reports aired by KIAH during the relevant 

quarter.  News stories are listed chronologically in under each issue type. 
 

Issue:  EDUCATION 

 

Date. August 27, 2012. Katy ISD has some new transportation methods. Good ol‟ foot power, pedal power 

and mom to take their kids to school. Steve Stanford of Katy ISD said: “We didn‟t have enough bus drivers 

to drive all of our buses”. In May, a decision was made to cut about 50 bus routes for students who lived 

within a half mile radius for elementary schools, and a one mile radius for secondary schools. Parents who 

just found out three weeks ago, are not exactly thrilled about it. Debbie Torrey, a concerned parent said: 

“We live far enough out that they would have to walk down Mason Road. There is no sidewalk on Mason 

Road between here and the junior high school. The only other alternative is that they walk through a bayou 

which has got a lot of water and a lot of snakes”. Elizabeth Johnson, who is a concerned parent, helped 

organize a Facebook page – “Katy – Bring Our Buses Back” in order to inform other parents that their kids 

may not be able to ride the bus to school. Johnson said: “We didn‟t want children standing at bus stops on 

that first day of school, with absolutely no parents and no way to get to school. Katy Independent School 

District says concerns will be heard. Stanford said: “We understand that there is going to be areas in our 

community where parents don‟t feel that it‟s safe and if they don‟t feel that it‟s safe for their student, they 

need to contact us.” But that just isn‟t very reassuring for some parents. Torrey said: “I just feel that they 

need to reinstate the kids, if they have to put more on a bus, we understand, but it needs to be safer for the 

kids. In the meantime, many kids in Katy will be forced to get some unexpected exercise, and that‟s before 

they even get to school. Duration: 3:16 

 

Issue: ENVIRONMENT 

 

Date. July 12, 2012. What a difference a year makes. This season we are getting rain, but these soggy rush 

hours might make you want the drought back. Creeks and bayous are overflowing, roads are flooding, and 

it‟s not supposed to let up for days. Don‟t lose your mind though. At least we‟re not in Japan (they have 

gotten 20 inches of rain in some parts. Serious flooding and mudslides are wreaking havoc and the death 

toll is still rising). In the meantime, we encourage Houstonians to take it easy, especially on the roads. 

Weather was reportedly a factor in an overnight wreck involving an HPD officer. Just take it slow! 

Duration: 1:35  

 

Date. August 6, 2012. Here`s something that`ll make you say, 'awwww!' Nearly a thousand tiny sea turtles 

were released into the Gulf of Thailand, with the help of the Thai Navy and thousands of volunteers. The 

Hawksbill Turtle lives in warm, tropical waters, and is normally found near reefs munching on its favorite 

snack &dash; sponges. Sorry, SpongeBob! Sadly, Hawksbills are an extremely endangered species, mostly 

due to human impact. Their eggs are eaten around the world, and they`re often killed for their flesh and 

beautiful shell. Fishing nets are a problem, too. The Thai Navy Sea Turtle Conservation Center is doing 

their part to keep the species afloat, releasing over 10,000 turtles every year since 1992. Now, hurry along 

before those stingy seagulls getcha! Duration: 2:03 

 

Date. September 8, 2012. It‟s a storm that some just couldn‟t ride out. In Oklahoma, wind gusts upwards 

of 70 miles per hour destroyed a lot more than this mobile home. “A family happened to be in one of those 

homes,” an official said. The bodies of two grandparents and and their infant grandchild were found in a 

ravine after being thrown hundreds of feet from inside the home.  



It doesn‟t end there, In Arizona, flooding is to blame in the death of a 52-year old woman. Her husband 

says they were driving, when they became trapped in high water. He told police he and his wife had been 

trapped since 2 a.m., when his wife was swept away in their Honda. Her body was found 12 hours later, 

175 yards from where her husband was rescued. “I don‟t think you can really see and see the force of the 

water at nighttime, so I think that‟s what actually happens,” said Jenny Garcia-Gonzalez, who lives nearby. 

They see the sign, but really don‟t believe it‟s as forceful as it is.” Duration: 02:32 

 
Issue:  HEALTH 

 

Date. August 4, 2012. Listen up; all you knocked-up women out there. A New York based psychologist, 

knowing just how much morning sickness can suck, says he has found a cure for the baby barfs! Sounds 

good... but his claim might be a little hard to swallow. According to Dr. Gordon Gallup, the best way to 

beat morning sickness is to have more of what made you sick in the first place: semen! Gallup's theory is 

much like the 'hair of the dog' concept, claiming the way to beat a hang-over is to have another drink of 

alcohol in the morning. We doubt there's any real scientific proof to that, but gallop really thinks oral sex is 

the key to make mommy's to be feel better. It‟s a pretty good deal for the guys too. This isn't just lip 

service. Gallup believes the pregnant body's urge to purge is a result of this foreign man-made material 

coming into their body to help form a developing baby. He believes the more contact with this material, the 

smoother the process... or something like that. Again, this is a male doctor we're talking about. We know it 

sounds crazy, but if there's a chance to make your morning sickness go away... give it a try. Your partner 

might think it's worth a shot. You know... doctor's order! Duration: 2:21 

 
Issue:  GOVERNMENT 

 

Date. July 8, 2012. You know what they say, everything‟s bigger in Texas. Political spending‟s no 

different, when it comes to dropping dollars to get into Congress; Texas Republicans have “deep” pockets. 

Lt. Governor David Dewhurst spent the most nationwide, almost 6.8 million bucks.  An amount so big it‟d 

make J. R. Ewing smile. It was more than twice the amount former Mayor Tom Leppert spent running 

against Dewhurst for Kay Bailey Hutchison‟s Senate seat. Despite blowing 3.2 million, Leppert lost the 

primary. But spending top dollar still may not win Dewhurst the election. His challenger in the July 13
th

 

runoff, Ted Cruz, only spent 2 million but has the backing of the Tea Party. Still, his ad spending put Cruz 

at number 5 in top U. S. spenders. When asked why Dewhurst spent so much, his spokesperson blamed 

attack ads against him by Washington special interests trying to handpick their own candidate. It would be 

funny if after wasting more than 12 million bucks bashing each other, the Republicans lost the Senate seat 

to a Democrat. Duration: 1:26 

 

Issue:  ECONOMY  

 

Date. July 30, 2012. If flying already stresses you out, here‟s one more reason to stay away from airports. 

The Department of Transportation says airfare has reached a new high for the first part of 20-12. The 

average price of a round trip ticket $373.00. 5% higher than last year. Chris Chisholm a passenger at Hobby 

Airports said, “Between the bag fees and the increase in flight cost, it‟s just becoming unbearable.” Holly 

Miller who flew in from Dallas said, “If you gotta go somewhere, you gotta go somewhere, you gotta pay 

the price, you have no choice but to fly.” Even with the increases in ticket prices and fees, the airlines are 

claiming a $1.7 billion loss for the time period. Passengers aren‟t buying it. Chisolm said, “I think that 

they‟re completely overcharging, I don‟t think it costs anymore to fly today, than it did three years ago.” 

Miller said, “If you have a day on the weekend it‟s cheaper to fly that if you fly during the week. I mean, 

they‟re really just taking advantage of people.” Just be glad you aren‟t flying out of Cincinnati, passengers 

there pay an average of $526 per trip. Ouch. Atlantic City, New Jersey boasts the best prices at an average 

of $157 per trip. Duration: 2:11 

 

Date. September 2, 2012. Talk to; the consensus is that it‟s a segment of the population and the popular 

vote that‟s shrinking dramatically. The Pew Center released its findings over the last forty years detailing 

just how much the middle-class has shrunken, then percent since 1971. And while everyone seems happy 

point fingers at Wall Street or the government for the latest decline, those who make money their business 



are looking at another group altogether: us. “The kids of today, they don‟t care if they can pay for it or not,” 

financial planner William Heath says, “as long as they have a credit card.” That‟s right, the old „give-it-to-

me-today-I‟ll-pay-for-it-tomorrow‟ attitude that led millions to take their chances on the sub-prime express 

and buy homes they couldn‟t afford. “And consequently they end up losing those houses; that‟s a major 

part of the wealth that was lost in the United States.” Yeah, newly five-trillion lost in home equity alone. 

Not to mention the retirement and investment assets that followed. Take away jobs on top of that and what 

happens to the middle class? So if you‟re heading to the mall this weekend and you keep hearing those 

magic words „middle class‟ over and over again on the radio and you wonder who‟s going to fix it, put your 

credit card back in your wallet and take a good look in the mirror, the answer may be looking right at you. 

Duration: 03:19 

 

 

Issue:  CRIME 

 

Date. July 28, 2012. The verdict is in! Three white men, who attacked a black man at a downtown bus stop 

last year, will serve time behind bars. Yondell Johnson was attacked last year while he was waiting at a bus 

stop. Robert Moossey Jr. with the Department of Justice said, “Johnson was minding his own business, 

when he was approached by a group of men with their shirts off, covered in racist tattoos, and when he 

tried to nothing but ignore them, they started hurling racial epithets at him, they attacked him, they got him 

on the ground.” The men were convicted under the federal, Matthew Shepard and James Byrd Jr. hate 

crime act, which allowed for much tougher sentences than they would have received under state law. 

Charles Cannon got 3 years and one month. Brain Kerstetter will enjoy his cell for 6 years and five months, 

while Michael McLaughlin will spend 2 and a half years in prison. Moossy said, “Hate crimes are different 

kind of crime in that they hurt, not only the victim who was beaten up, but they hurt an entire community.” 

FBI Special Agent in Charge, Stephen Morris said, “This sort of behavior cannot and will not be tolerated, 

not by the FBI, not by our local partners, not by law enforcement in general, and it shouldn‟t be tolerated 

by our communities.” May this message will be heard and we‟ll see less hate crime on our streets. Though 

the people who are ignorant enough to hate for no reason, are most likely not smart enough to get it. 

Duration: 2:38 

 

Issue:  FAMILY ISSUES 

 

Date. July 31, 2012. It‟s not shocking that twins Zaakira Mitchell and Shaakira White have practically 

gone through everything together. But even this is surprising. By coincidence, the sisters got pregnant 

within weeks of each other and, get this, gave birth on the same day! Shaakira had to wait around for her 

sister Zaakira to finish delivering her baby, Kadin Mitchell, before she was up to bat. It gets even better. An 

hour later Shaakira gave birth to twins. London Boyd and her twin brother Landon. A happy birthday for 

these cousins! Duration: 2:08 


